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To the ALPS Nation… 

As 2021 moves along, it is exciting to be pulling out of the hell hole that was 2020.   For those 
who came to Prescott, they saw yet another step forward for ALPS as we had a successful event 
that drew 54 people.  In the past, drawing more than 40 to Prescott was a challenge.   But even 
more significant than our second meet back, and in the effort to turn around and schedule 
another meet in Tucson on June 19 a mere five weeks later, I failed to notice until a couple days 
ago that our coming Tucson meet marks a much more significant event: 
 
On June 19, 2021, we welcome you to the 100th ALPS License Plate Club meet.  On February 7, 
2004 we had our first meet after officially rejoining the ALPCA organization and reestablished 
ourselves as the official ALPCA Region in Arizona.  The meet was hosted by Joe Findysz at his 
home in Tucson.  So it is very fitting now for the 100th meet that Joe hosts us again at his 
biggest dream yet – Joe very recently acquired a 77000 square foot building south of Tucson 
with the intent of creating an indoor museum for his car and collectibles collection (one of 
which will certainly include license plates!)   As we know his museum will eventually be built out 
with the display of the amazing collection we have seen from Joe over the years, I can’t help 
but feel that Joe’s collection and ALPS sort of grew together.  I hope that for most of you that 
have been with ALPS since 2004, you feel your interests and collections have grown with us at 
an equivalent scale. 
 
For June 19, we continue to analyze our most recent meet(s) and make changes to our COVID-
19 protocols based on what we think worked and what we think can change.  Your ALPS 
Officers – Clark Wothe, Bruce Biemeck, Dean Sandvold, and Kevin Allen meet and determine for 
each meet how the meet will work based on what is going on related to COVID and all other 
matters.    For June 19, we plan to serve Lucky Wishbone for lunch, thanks to Joe for setting this 
up.  Also we are returning to our past drink coolers where we will offer soda flavors purchased 
by the club in accordance with what we believe are the preferences of members. 
 
As for the mask policy, please note the following – we acknowledge it has been a tough year 
due to COVID-19, which affected everyone in some manner. As license plate collectors and 
members of ALPS, it affected our ability to interact with other members on other than a virtual 
basis. We had to cancel 5 meets in 2020 due to state mandated rules, safety concerns and 
inability to find venues which would accommodate groups. The good news is that the virus has 
been tamed to some extent, but it is still out there and caution is a key to protecting each 
other. Many of our members have been vaccinated, including all four of our directors, but  
vaccination is a personal choice each of us have to make. The mask mandates have  
been modified and we have decided to adapt to the changes, subject to the mandates  
of any of our meet venues. 

 
Accordingly, we will not require masks at upcoming meets, but out of respect for  
members in our club, ask that you wear a mask if you have NOT been vaccinated. We  

 



are all friends who respect each other as fellow collectors and will not seek to verify if  
you’ve been vaccinated. We respect your decision if you have not been vaccinated, but  
ask that on an honor system basis, you respect this request we are making.   
 
As your President, I am privy to information about some of our members that the families have 
chosen to share with me.  I know of members who are in “at risk” categories and would 
potentially be in a life-threatening situation if they were to contract COVID, even at this late 
date.  Please choose to do the right thing and mask-up if you have not yet been fully 
vaccinated.  I would be personally devastated if an ALPS member became sick or died because 
of attending one of our meets, especially with something so preventable.    Keep in mind, at this 
point, this policy is in effect for the next meet only – and will be reevaluated and perhaps 
changes with each meet until we are fully out of this pandemic.   Any changes in the mask 
policy will be clearly communicated prior to each event. Joe’s site is large and we expect to 
have about 40-50 tables available and plenty of room to space out.   We will have sanitizer 
available as well.   I think we will be spaced out enough that this room should be comfortable 
for everyone and out of the Arizona summer heat. Please also consider working on a display of 
the I-10 States, a theme that has been on hold since April 2020.   Prisoners are at work right 
now on these awards, and I am hoping for some great displays! 
 
Your ALPS team is working on meets for the rest of the year.  Even as the restrictions with 
COVID are starting to wane, we are still having some challenges getting sites as some of our 
usual sites are still restricting outside groups.   But hopefully we will have some additional 
information at our next meet about how the rest of 2021 will pan out. 
 
One more thing – I would like to revisit the ALPS attendance policy to clarify any confusion that 
may exist.   If you walk in the door of any ALPS meet, you (and all your guests) are required to 
come to the registration desk and register, pay the posted registration fee, and receive a 
nametag.  There are no more exemptions for “I am only here for a few minutes” or “I am not 
staying for lunch”.   If you attend the meet, you must register.   Please don’t put your officers in 
a position of having to chase you down.  We understand early in the morning there is a crush of 
people and the need to find a table.  That is fine, but as soon as possible after you get a table 
and unload please come register.  Kids 12 and under are free.  Most of our expenses are for 
flyers, renting the hall, and other non-food related expenses.  Even sites where we order food, 
our agreement with the restaurant to get the site is we need to purchase a lunch.  It is very 
simple. If you walk in the door and you are over 12 years old, you must register and pay the 
posted meet attendance fee. When you walk in the door, we have to include you in the 
attendance count and we pay liability insurance based on the meet attendance count.   If there 
are any questions about the registration policy, please contact one of the clubs directors. 
 
Thanks to everyone in our regional for understanding the challenges we face and helping us 
address them while proceeding ahead to bring you the best license plate meets possible.  By no 
means is ALPS a profit-making organization, we strive to enhance the hobby of license plate 
collecting by providing a venue for attendees to gather, communicate trade and buy& sell 
license plates. Please do your best to be a GREAT member. Your support and understanding is 
truly appreciated.  See you in Tucson! 
 

ClarkWothe 
ALPS President 


